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FITTING INSTRUCTIONS  
BIG RED SWITCH 

LS11006  LS13030  LS14010  LS14010S 

Installation 

 Remove the original handle from the Big Red switch by removing the handle pin with a 3mm punch. 

 The handle must be supported during this operation to avoid any damage to the switch casing. 

 Fit the Locksafe handle and reinsert the handle pin in the hole provided in the handle, again support the 

body. 

 Turn the handle to vertical position and secure the locking bracket to the switch with the switch mounting 

bolts. 

 The lug must be on the left. It may be necessary to trigger the switch 180 degrees around so the handle is 

positioned correctly. 

 To do this remove the cover on the underside of the switch. Remove the bracket also. 

 Apply a battery feed to connections #2 & #12 with the switch in the ON position. You will hear a ‘click’, 

this is the internal delay activating the switch OFF i.e. remote shut down. 

 This applies to the older style big red with the ON/OFF in window. The new LED style cannot be activated 

and turned past the ON position once activated. For the new LED style switch press the handle into place. 

 Turn the handle 15 degrees to past ‘click’. The handle is now set in 180 degrees to previous position and 

aligns with the handle correctly. 

 Red bracket (-01) to depicts Battery Isolation and yellow for Starter Isolation (-02) 

 

Important Notes 

 Once installed, always ensure isolation is effective prior to commencing work. 

 Switch turned on LED must be on, switch off LED is off. 

 Isolator Switch failure due to vibration is not covered under warranty. 


